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You reported the action we were taking to determine the likelihood of )| annlad FELT nt nr ond Lasting {he 2iketinonsori She results of thir analyess:
I! Aapiosy Of the Net Office data for the trials dates has confirmed the| Batorial contained in the brials reports smd. we. mee sovioai edi influence of this venthor fron the. Boing of view aie Sorel,| Advocate”. ’ Local synoptic variations in the measarad Hed alrectionare expected tobe lire at points ancund Greinces hon hi. Sinesi 2B at lenst one occasion a test was pobforsed. par. i, meter Stndirection was at the limit of safaty) it ip possibly chor acorn| clouds of the Anthrax acrosol passed over nb meimman rest (heiiI of TN 458 = Static Point and Fubha Borg ave tha asectors SOITi cerned).

I Earlier tests at Porton with inert simulants showed that at least. 90%| of the material released during each experiment would be lost to theII ground within a few mundred motros, ard. 1h 16 in thie ber Heal nshave. regularly detoctod spores in She surface dayers or the taraSoil. The semaining 10% could hve remained Bivberne nh an eeinggloud gradually depositing spores over the rest of phe Solon bay| Shen the sea, as tho cloud moved away: he sate ob Senoriiiin ertho relatively smooth sen surface will ve lowes then ho sacooieieON over open tonTumse soon Stic Yili belowes tymn the'sepentsisof deposition of fine particles, an trom cur oun srslents or medispersion of the Anthrax cloud, we have been able to estimate thatin the worst case a swath of ground on either headland, about 250metres wide could have been contaminated with spores, and within thei centre few tens' of metres the density might have reached a high| enough level for a soil sample taken from the top 10 cm to show about| {0 spores per gram (the level detected in the suspect Dar: HawveenGruinand samples). No allowance has been made for the 10cs of| material due fo weathering. However the airborne concentrations of| spores even along this swath of ground would have been less thon: one-tenth of the minimum lethal inhaled dosage determined from thesheep experiments.
; We are thus in a position in which, although the precautions taken at| the time ofthe trials in 1942/43 were adequate to avoid direct| (hazards, they did not (in the light of our current best undewrandei ing of cloud dispersion and the uncertainties about local variation[in wind directions absolutely guasenren troy tiiolt L008 be no~ lcontanination of either adjacent headland, The maximum oveve| contamination we could predict in the "worst possible cased neuig:
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